Ideal Daily Routine According to Maharishi Ayurveda

Morning Routine

*Early Bedtime (by 10:00-11:00 PM): The Day Starts the Evening Before!*
Awake by 6:00 AM, just before the Kapha period of day.
It is recommended to awaken by 6:00 A.M. Since we prefer not to strain or use alarm clocks to do this, going to bed early is usually necessary so that the body is fully rested and ready to awaken by 6:00 AM.
The period before 6:00 AM is the time when all of nature awakens, and Vata dosha is most enlivened in the environment. The Vata period of night is from 2:00 to 6:00 a.m. Vata controls the nervous system and our level of alertness. Remember the principle of "well begun is half done"? If we start our day in Vata time, our mind will experience more of the qualities of balanced Vata throughout the day - increased energy, clarity, intelligence, and alertness.
On the other hand, if we sleep past 6:00 AM, we are sleeping into the Kapha time of day. For example, sleeping until 7:30 AM involves 1/2 hours of sleep during Kapha time, imbibing the body with the qualities of excess Kapha - dullness, heaviness, and lethargy. Not exactly how we want to feel at the start of the day and exactly why so many people do not feel they can function until they have their espresso! Sleep after 6:00AM day after day, year after year, can cause a Kapha imbalance build up with symptoms such as sinus congestion, fluid retention, weight gain, headaches, joint aches, and stiffness, and bags under the eyes!

*Elimination*
It is beneficial to have elimination in the morning. To help evacuate the bowels and bladder and create a cleansing influence in the physiology, drink a glass of fresh, warm or room temperature water upon awakening. If desired, add a squeeze of fresh lemon and a half teaspoon of raw honey to kick-start your digestion and metabolism for the day.

*Cleansing the mouth and teeth*
In addition to brushing the teeth, it is recommended to cleanse the tongue. This can be done by brushing the tongue with your toothbrush or ideally using a stainless steel or silver tongue cleaner to scrape any white film or coating off the tongue. A coating on the tongue in the morning is a sign that your body is not fully eliminating toxins and impurities. Scraping the tongue not only freshens the mouth and breath, but it stimulates the digestion and metabolism of residual wastes in the body, according to Ayurveda.

*Oil gargle (Gandusha)*
Gargle with sesame oil for 1-2 minutes swirling through teeth and gums. See the accompanying handout describing this procedure. Sesame oil has an anti-bacterial effect, absorbs oil-soluble impurities, and nourishes gum tissue.
**Ayurvedic oil massage: Abhyanga**

Daily morning Ayurvedic oil massage is one of the most powerful rejuvenation regimens you can add to your daily routine. The motion and pressure of the massage create heat and friction and help to loosen up impurities, improve circulation, and enliven the body. The quality of the oil is also important, as it is being massaged into the entire surface area of the body and is being absorbed. The proper oils and herbs create a cleansing and nourishing influence throughout the body and help keep the skin youthful and supple.

Ayurvedic oil massage is especially good at removing Vata imbalance, the usual cause of weakness, anxiety, and fatigue. Most people report feeling much stronger, emotionally smooth, and balanced throughout the day as a result of their morning abhyanga. (See the accompanying handout for directions on how to do abhyanga and what massage oil to use.)

**Yoga Asanas (stretching exercises) and/or sun salutations**

After the bath or shower, it is highly recommended to practice yoga asanas (stretching exercises), followed by meditation, e.g., the Transcendental Meditation (TM) technique.

Yoga asanas and sun salutations help remove stiffness and heaviness in the body and aid in increasing circulation and flexibility. Improving flexibility removes surface fatigue and stress and helps reconnect the physiology with its inner intelligence. Wherever there is stiffness or hardness in the body, it indicates that part of the body is losing contact with circulation and the nervous system. When this happens, the fertile ground for disease has been created in the affected tissues. Maintaining a high level of flexibility in the body through asanas and sun salutations is a vital pillar of good health.

Yoga asanas sequentially remove surface fatigue and tension, thereby preparing the mind and body to gain the most from the meditation period. Yoga asana postures should be learned from qualified instructors for proper technique and the correct sequence of postures.

**Meditation (e.g., the Transcendental Meditation™ technique)**

The Transcendental Meditation technique is an authentic, Vedic technique for the development of higher states of consciousness and the full health potential of the physiology. Maharishi AyurVeda recommends the twice daily practice of the Transcendental Meditation technique as the single most powerful healing modality available.

Documented health benefits include reduced stress, anxiety and depression; improved heart health; reduced need for medical care; and increased longevity. These effects have been validated in research studies published in leading medical and scientific journals, including the American Journal of Cardiology, the American Heart Association's journals Stroke and Hypertension, and the American Medical Association's journal Archives of Internal Medicine.

Practiced for 15-20 minutes twice daily while sitting comfortably with eyes closed, regular TM practice helps the body throw off deep stress and fatigue, improves mental functioning, and is an ideal preparation for the activity of the day.

While easy to learn, it is always taught in personalized instruction by a certified teacher.

More information on the Transcendental Meditation technique is available at www.tm.org or by calling 1-888-Learn-TM.
**Morning Walk or Exercise**
The benefits of the morning walk cannot be overemphasized. There is an ancient Vedic story about a king with many physicians who held a contest in which the physicians were asked to discover a medicine that would be good for everyone, cost nothing, and be easy to do. The physician who prescribed the morning walk won the competition.
A significant part of the benefit comes from the special health promoting qualities of the morning sun. Vedic Science describes how the effects of the sun are very different at different times of the day. The setting sun is calming and relaxing - the effect most of us have when watching a sunset.
The morning sunrise effect is considered one of the most powerful positive, enlivening, and creative forces in all of nature. It is considered so powerful that the science of Vedic Architecture recommends that buildings be oriented to the East to bring the nourishing and enlivening effect of the rising sun into the home. People who take early morning walks almost universally feel a significant subtle vibration of energy and alertness throughout the day. Due to the tremendous positive energy that is received from the rising sun, early morning walks are a standard Ayurvedic recommendation if someone is feeling depressed or fatigued. Drinking water in the morning on arising and taking a morning walk is also an important aid in maintenance of regular bowel movements.
The walk also awakens body and mind and enhances blood flow, helping to cleanse the tissues of heaviness and toxin buildup that may have occurred over the dormant time of sleep. Research has also shown that the natural light coming into the eyes in the morning helps turn off the sleep hormone melatonin and enlivens the biochemistry of wakefulness and alertness. Morning is *Kapha* time (6-10 AM), which is considered the best time for exercise.

**Natural fabric clothing**
Maharishi AyurVeda recommends natural fabric clothing as the most suitable attire for physical and mental health.
Natural fabrics breathe and do not disturb the subtle energy fields of the physiology. Cotton, wool, silk, and rayon are the preferred fabrics. Wearing polyester/synthetic clothing of any kind is not recommended.

**Breakfast**
Digestion is not as strong at breakfast as compared to lunch, so food should be lighter and easier to digest in the morning. Stewed apples, pears, and raisins, ripe sweet juicy fruits, flat breads with *ghee* or honey, hot milk, medjool dates, and whole grain hot cereals are examples of foods that are nourishing and appropriate for most people at breakfast.
Avoid meats, eggs, and cheese at breakfast. And avoid citrus fruits or juices if milk is taken at breakfast. (Citrus and milk should be separated by at least 30-60 minutes.)
Please follow the advice of your medical doctor regarding any changes in your diet.
Daily Oil Massage

The purpose of Ayurvedic Daily Oil Massage as part of daily routine is to assist in preventing the accumulation of physiological imbalances and to lubricate and promote flexibility of the muscles, tissues, and joints. The classical texts of Ayurveda also indicate that daily oil massage promotes softness and luster of the skin as well as youthfulness. The following are some simple instructions to assist you in learning the Ayurvedic Daily Oil Massage.

1) Unless a specific oil has been recommended for you, then sesame oil should be used for daily massage. If you find sesame oil unsuitable in some way, you may try olive oil or coconut oil as alternatives. To purify the massage oil, 'cure' it by heating it to about 212 degree Fahrenheit (100 degree Celsius), the boiling point of water. Stir occasionally: By adding a drop of water to the oil, in the beginning, you will know that the proper temperature has been reached when the water boils. (You will hear a crackling or popping when this point is reached. Then remove the pan from the stove immediately before the oil begins to burn.) It is best to cure oil for each day's massage on a daily basis. As an alternative (to save time) you may cure more oil at a time. One liter of oil will cover about fifteen massages.

Note: Please be aware that sesame oil and other oils are flammable, for this reason they should be cured in the following way:
- Always heat oil on low heat, never on high heat.
- Oil should never be heated unattended.
- Once oil reaches the proper temperature it should be removed from heat and stored in a safe place to gradually cool.

*note that if you have purchased your daily massage oil from The Center for Optimal Health, curing is not necessary. The oils we carry have already been properly prepared and are ready for use.

2) Before beginning the massage, the oil should be at or slightly above body temperature. (A simple way to warm up the oil is to place the bottle in hot water in your sink for several minutes.) Start by massaging the head. Place a small amount of oil on the fingertips and the palms and begin to massage the scalp. Use comfortably soft pressure for the massage. The massage for the head and for the entire body should be with the palm of the hands rather than with the fingertips alone. Since the head is said to be one of the most important parts to be emphasized during Ayurvedic Daily Oil Massage, spend proportionately more time on the head than you do on other parts of the body.

3) Next apply oil gently to your face and outer part of your ears. You do not need to apply much pressure to these areas.

4) Massage both the front and back of the neck, and the upper part of the spine. Continue to use the palms of your hands, in a rubbing type of motion.
5) You may want to now apply a small amount of oil to your entire body and then proceed with the massage to each area of the body. This will allow maximum amount of time for the oil to in contact with the body and get absorbed through the skin.

6) Next massage your arms. The proper motion is back and forth over your long bones, and circular over your joints. Massage both arms, including the hands and fingers.

7) Now apply the oil to the chest and abdomen. A very gentle circular motion should be also used, following the bowel pattern from the right to the right lower part of the abdomen, moving clockwise towards the left lower part of the abdomen.

8) Massage the back and spine. There will be some area which you may have difficulty reaching.

9) Massage the legs. Like the arms, use a back and forth motion over the long bones and circular over the joints.

10) Lastly, massage the soles of the feet. The feet also are considered especially important and proportionately more time should be spent here that other parts of the body. Use the palms of your hands and massage vigorously back and forth over the soles of the feet.

This completes the Ayurvedic Daily Oil Massage. Ideally, about 10 to 20 minutes should be spent each morning on the massage. However, if this time is not available on a particular day, it is better to do a very brief massage rather than to skip the massage altogether. Once you have added this Ayurvedic Daily Oil Massage to your daily routine, the benefits will make it quite natural for you to continue the massage on a permanent basis.
Gandusha and Nasya

Oil gargle (Gandusha):
Use sesame oil (refined or unrefined), which is available in most natural foods stores. Start by "curing" the oil, which purifies it and allows it to be absorbed more easily. You can cure a whole 16 oz. bottle of oil (or more) at a time and use about 1/4 cup of oil each morning for Gandusha.

Procedure for Gandusha:
Take about 1/8 cup of oil and hold it in the mouth for about 2 minutes, gently swishing the oil around the mouth, teeth, and gums. Spit out the oil. Then take another 1/8 cup of oil and gargle with it briefly in the back of the throat. After spitting out again, gargle briefly with warm water. (Note: it is best not to spit the oil into the sink, as this may clog the drain over time. Instead, spit the oil into a paper cup and then pour the used oil into a zip-lock bag and discard in the trash.)

Nasal administration of oil (Nasya):
You may use cured sesame oil (good for Vata and Kapha), or ghee (good for Pitta), or an herbalized oil such as MP-16 (best overall for Vata and Kapha) or another nasya oil Dr. Huang has recommended for you. (There is no need to cure ghee or herbalized oil.) Put 3-4 drops of oil in the palm of your hand. Roll the little finger of your other hand in the oil until the fingertip is coated with the oil. Then insert this finger in one nostril and rotate the finger so that the oil coats the inner lining of the nostril. Repeat this procedure for the other nostril, using another few drops of oil. Having inserted oil in both nostrils, pinch the nostrils together while inhaling through the nose, then suddenly let go of the nostrils. Air will be sucked in through the nostrils, bringing a small quantity of the oil into the upper nostrils.